
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Cleareon Fiber Networks Launches Service Assurance Monitoring and 

Reporting Platform 

Platform proactively monitors and identifies network performance issues and reports SLA 

compliance data via comprehensive and highly intuitive customer portal 

 

NEW YORK– May 15, 2017 – Cleareon, a New York City-based provider of comprehensive network 

solutions for wireless and wireline carriers, digital service providers and large enterprises, announces 

the launch of its new Service Assurance Monitoring and Reporting platform. Cleareon’s Service 

Assurance Monitoring and Reporting platform is complimentary for its customers and enables them to 

monitor circuit performance against historical baselines and service level metrics.  

“In complex environments where multiple networks are often stitched together to provide the end-user 

solution, our customers need more than just a technology view of their network,” comments Cliff Kane, 

Co-CEO of Cleareon. “Our Service Assurance portal has dynamic data aggregation and reporting 

capabilities that enable our customers to correlate key network performance data to provide a service-

focused view. Customers can organize KPI data and manage it against SLA thresholds for each circuit. It’s 

an all-inclusive and easy-to-use monitoring and reporting solution that provides our customers with 

visibility into Cleareon’s network performance.” 

Cleareon’s Service Assurance Monitoring and Reporting solution monitors end-to-end circuit 

performance and the business services and SLA compliance guarantees associated with those circuits: 

• Exceeds requirements for wireless providers with demanding performance expectations for 

monitoring jitter, packet loss and latency  

• Provides the most granular performance data for Ethernet circuits  

• API friendly, can be integrated into customer applications  

• Provides the ability to report on over 110 different KPIs 

“Consistent with our philosophy of transparency, we are very pleased to provide our customers with 

access to our Service Assurance Monitoring and Reporting portal,” adds Kevin Rocks, Cleareon’s 

Executive Vice President of Sales & Marketing.  “We believe that by using Cleareon’s services, with the 

portal included at no cost, our carrier customers will realize greater efficiencies with their network 

operations and, as a result, improve margins and relations with their end-users.”  

http://www.cleareon.com/
http://www.cleareon.com/#about


To learn more about Cleareon Fiber Networks, please visit www.cleareon.com.  
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About Cleareon Fiber Networks 

Cleareon is a network services provider that is pioneering a new, transparent and straightforward way of 

doing business. Cleareon offers dark fiber and lit services connecting the New York tri-state area’s 

preeminent carrier hotels, exchanges and data centers where our customers can access hundreds of 

service providers and reach thousands of enterprise buildings. Cleareon’s network and back office 

infrastructure is expressly designed to rapidly provision and deliver services in days; not weeks or 

months. All  services include customer access to Cleareon’s service assurance portal. 

Cleareon can expertly build custom networks to customer specifications or, extend its ecosystem of 

service providers to specific buildings or enterprises.  Cleareon’s experienced engineers are available to 

support our customers by assisting with network design and engineering for grooming and 

consolidation.  

Please visit Cleareon online at www.cleareon.com and follow the company on Twitter @Cleareon. 
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